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EYCEE

Alexandros also known as EYCEE, was born in the east of the Netherlands. After living
in different metropolitan cities such as San Francisco and Sydney, he returned back to
Amsterdam at the age of 21 with a remarkable pallet of sounds to give to the world.
Amsterdam’s vibrant character further enabled him to expand his sound and vision to
where it is today. With his eyes and ears always open to different sounds, scenes and parts
of the world, he developed a unique sense for music at a very young age. For the most part
EYCEE’s has been inspired by the UK scene, grew up listening to Hip-Hop and always had
a weakness for percussion driven music. His sets today are characterized by contagious
energy, creative blends and lots of rhythmic elements.
EYCEE performs in Dutch venues and festivals regularly, and has had severalinternational
bookings. The young selector is part of generation of DJ’s that isdetermined to take over
the Dutch and European clubs, one venue at a time. His tracks/edits and blends have
reached many ears over the past year, as well as sets on Boiler Room and radio stations
such as Tripple J (AUS), NTS and Radar Radio (UK).
Furthermore EYCEE released his debut EP on London-based label Sans Absence this year,
run by DJ and Producer Akito. EYCEE recruited his favourite producers on remix duties,
Parisian Club Don Sylvere, Trax Couture boss-man Rushmore and Italian Funky champ
Lorenzo BITW, all creating their unique spin on the original and taking it into new directions.
Complementing his commitment to DJ-ing, EYCEE also operates behind the scenes by
organizing club nights and putting together other musical ventures. One of his projects
called POUND is aimed at warehouse/rave vibe, while PROOF and PARDON are club
nights that function as a platform for talent from Amsterdam and other parts of the world.
Also EYCEE’s is actively sharpening his productions in all fullness.

soundcloud

facebook

instagram

AliA

‘Sometimes you are visiting an event and you realize that the DJ’s extremely varied
selection and mixing technique is actually very, very good. So far nothing really
extraordinary – but what if we told you that this DJ was only 18 years old? You can already
imagine the surprise on our face at this first encounter with AliA. In the meantime, this lady
has just surpassed the legal driving age of 18, but her dedication to soulful and electronic
music in all its shapes is already astonishingly thorough. Even though her career is only just
taking off with gigs here and there, most people who know her agree on one thing: there’s a
very promising future for this DJ on the horizon.’ -‐Red Bull Elektropedia
Some name-‐dropping? AliA is heavily supported by selectors Lefto and Carista, her past
gigs already include Worldwide Festival (Leysin, CH), Claire and ADE (Amsterdam, NL),
Listen! Festival and FUSE (Brussels, BE)...

soundcloud

mixcloud

facebook

Sekan
DJ / Producer

soundcloud

‘’ Characterized by a broad musical taste and deep knowledge of various genres, Sekan
attracts a wide range of music lovers. By his family he was exposed to
Indonesian music at a young age, which still has a major influence on his current approach
to sounds.
This eventually resulted in the start of his own label / platform Jiwa Jiwa after hearing
the song Hidup of the New Rollies. What originally started as a progressive music label,
has evolved into a multidimensional platform where photography, articles and films are
expressed with the binding factor music. This has not gone unnoticed and has therefore
earned him a permanent residence on the leading Redlight radio ...
But this is not all that Sekan encompasses, his boundless genres and eclectic aesthetics
are an enrichment for every dance floor or radio show he does. With a balanced
combination of soul, raw house and boogie vs. electro he knows better than anyone else to
set the tone that tastes like having more ... ’’

instagram

facebook

Lion Kojo
DJ / Producer

soundcloud

Born in the late nineties to a Ghanaian father and a Dutch mother, Lion Kojo always found
himself on the peripheries. Whether listening to his father’s collection of Reggae and
African records, or his mother’s Western pop music, an immediate affection with the sonic
arts was the result. So growing up in Utrecht, surrounded by his parents’ diverse musical
backgrounds, eventually culminated in a musical palate that cannot easily be denominated.
Playing a wide variety of genres ranging from Hip-Hop, R&B, Soul, Funk, Highlife, and
everything in between, Lion tries to incorporate his roots into each one of his DJ sets.
This concept can best be recognized in his own club night KOMBO and his ongoing radio
show at Operator Radio. The Amsterdam based DJ now roams from club to club, armed
with an extensive arsenal of bangers, smooth selections and a good sense of music; ready
to get everybody involved and enjoying the party. Currently, Kojo carries residencies at
Bassline (the Netherlands’ longest running Hip-Hop party, hosted in Amsterdam’s
premiere pop venue: the Paradiso), BBQ (one of the city’s leading Hip-Hop & R&B nights
at the Bitterzoet in Amsterdam) or FAMIRIE (Bureau Punt’s internationally itinerant events,
previously hosted at Miranda in London and St. George in Berlin).
Besides his steady residencies, Lion is consistently bustling during the festival season,
having played at Lowlands, Appelsap and Down the Rabbit Hole. To further add to his bag
of skills and crafts, he also finds the time to hone his skills in the art of production.
Never worrying too much about what happens around him, Lion focuses on his own
direction and orientation, which provides his work with an instinctive and unique sound.
Keep an eye out for this talented young performer, as his presence in the Dutch nightlife
scene continues to expand.

instagram

facebook

Jerrausama

With his dynamic entry into the scene the young music enthusiast Jerrausama (NL)
showed us he is here to stay. Within a short time he has shown his skill to synergize
everything between heavy bass and future funk at scene-leading gigs such as: support
act of Sam Gellaitry, Soulection, Splash! Festival in Germany, Appelsap, Eurosonic
Noorderslag. That same passionate energy when he started is still present in every single
set he plays

soundcloud

instagram

facebook

Tirino Yspol

www. tirinoyspol.com 			

Photo by : Sybren Tieleman

A young creative from the Southeast of Amsterdam where it was not given that you end
up loving the Cure, The Smiths, MF Doom both in the same spectrum art, Chief keef and
Fashion. Drawing and gaining constant inspirations from his surroundings Tirino Yspol grew
out to an aesthaticly verstailles stylist with an ever growing impressive client list like , Vogue
NL, ASICS, Footlocker, Highsnobiety and Glamcult.

instagram

BAO G

Hailing from the Hague, Bao G is a true powerhouse behind the turntables. Although her
posture would say something else she plays ferousicsly hard trap tunes resonating her
feelings at the time and place. With sharpplaced mixes and always stilmulating dancers all
over with fresh picked bangers. Bao knows how to make her presence felt and still satisfy
the crowd…

soundcloud

instagram

facebook

Sandor
							Dayala

Ever searching for pleasant melodies and suiting sounds Sandor Dayala is one of the rising
stars in the Dutch Hip Hop scene. His sets as his name are quite personal and matches his
own identity: fun loving, positive and high energy.
From a young age Sandor was drawn to expressing himself, taking dance lesson to joining
acting class. But his true calling came when he start listening to Dutch underground Hop
Hop and rom that point on knew that his future lied in pushing this culture and music.
Starting off in the The Hague underground scene playing in different clubs and eventually
hosting his own event at the infamous club The PIP, Sandor quickly became a welcome
guest at Hip Hop events.
With his first steps on the scene he’s already gained much notoriety with his fast paced and
high energy sets drenched with his good taste for the right sounds and the hit that has yet to
become one. Blending R&B, New Wave and Hip Hop with his own contemporary style.
Landing residencies at Live at the BBQ and playing big Hip Hop festivals Woo Hah and
Appelsap, it’s safe to say Sandor is far from done

soundcloud

mixcloud

instagram

StikStok

www.pattymorgan.net/stikstok

Stikstok (dates) is an Amsterdam based painter and visual artist.
After working as an illustrator for several years, Stikstok started experimenting with painting
two years ago, a choice that ultimately led to the development of what has now become his
main artistic expression.
It is this translation form illustration to painting that explains some of the formal qualities
of Stikstok’s works: the choice of colors, which remain always within the same palette of
warmth, and the preference for black human characters are a derivation from the stylistic
properties of illustration, which is characterized by the predominance of black and the lack
of colors.
The paintings, predominantly in acrylic, have big dimensions, a factor that allows the viewer
to increase its proximity to the artist’s world.
The subject matter and setting of the works is always the result of research:
after searching the web or finding inspiration in books, surroundings, situations and people
that populate his everyday life, Stikstok creates a moodboard which then leads to the
creation of a new work.
The subjects of the paintings vary from idyllic natural scenery, populated by sensuous
women (titel werk Chanda), to ordinary settings taken out of context (werk met Titi) and
intricate bodies making love (titel).
All of them, however, are pervaded by a sense of warmth, a pure and sensuous feeling of
archaism that carries the traces of the primordial origin of the world. From the temperate
red of the background, to the intricate forests and plants and the prosperous flowers and
curves of human bodies, Stikstok’s paintings are silent witnesses of a far yet recognizable
dimension: the one, eternal root of a (new?) begin. Humans and nature are united in
ordinary scenes, which vary from fighting to making love: all actions are depicted as true,
primordial indeed, delicate and simple in their purity.
Even when some of the subjects are recognizable as actual people that connote Stikstok’s
own life, they become symbols of humanity in general, whose actions are captured as
fragmentary recollections of a previous - or future- time, of a world of beginnings where
senses rule as the purest forms of expression.

Rif mountain roses with espresso, 2017 - Oil / linnen, 100×80×1.5cm

Stray Sheep, 2018 - Oil / linnen, 100×70×1.5cm

King of Sorrow, 2018 - Acrylic + oil / linnen, 120×100×1.5cm

Texas
		Schiffmacher

Coming up in the Tattoo world and travels all over the globe, Texas quickly developed
her feel for aesthetics. Picking up an old camera from her dad, she started putting that
magnificent eye for aesthetics to use, educating herself on techniques through trial and
error. Mostly during her time overseas where she captured everyday American life on her
many travels to North America or taking pictures of the newest upcoming creative talents
which happened to be in her circle. Resulting in her own raw and direct style where she
exactly knows how to draw out the true expressions and emotions from her subjects.
Ultimately landing her exhibitions at Vincent op Vrijdag in Van Gogh Museum and infamous
club/galllery space/creative hub the School and shooting campaigns for clients like
Harriman Steel, VICE, Yellow Claw, Dutch paper het Parool, Avrotros and many more.

instagram

Amie
			Galbraith.

Amie, born 1993 in Manchester, England, now living and working in Amsterdam.
style
noun
A particular kind, sort, or type, as with reference to form, appearance, or character.
still
noun
A single photographic print.

instagram			

www.styleandstill.com

